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_A Seifert fibered manifold with infinite n, has a geometric structure modeled on one of HZ x R, 
SL,, E3, Nil, S2 x Iw. There is no rigidity so we can define Teichmiiller space for every Seifert 
fibered manifold with infinite r,. In this paper we determine the homeomorphism types of the 
Teichmiiller spaces of Seifert fibered manifolds and study their properties. 
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Introduction 
A manifold with a complete locally homogeneous metric is said to be geometric, 
and the metric is called the geometric structure. It is known that there are essentially 
eight 3-dimensional geometries which compact 3-manifolds can possess. They are 
H3, E3, S3, HZ x Iw, S2 x [w, Ez, Nil, Sol (see [lo]). Except for H3 and Sol, geometric 
3-manifolds are Seifert fibered manifolds. Conversely every Seifert fibered manifold 
has a geometric structure modeled on one of E3, S3, H* x Iw, S* x Iw, e2, Nil. 
The Teichmiiller space of a geometric manifold M is the set of all geometric 
structures on M factored by isotopy. The topology is the quotient of P-topology. 
For a hyperbolic Haken 3-manifold, the Teichmiiller space is trivial by Mostow’s 
rigidity theorem. In this paper we deal with geometric 3-manifolds modeled on 
H2xR, c2, E’, Nil, S*xR. 
In Section 1, we study Teichmiiller spaces of 2-orbifolds. It is important because 
all geometric 3-manifolds which we deal with are Seifert fibered manifolds, and 
their geometric structures induce geometric structures on their base orbifolds. In 
Section 2, we determine Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on 
H* x R, c2, E3, Nil. After that we embed them into canonical functional spaces. 
In Section 3, we determine Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled 
on S*xR. 
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The notion of Teichmiiller spaces of Seifert fibered manifold is originally due to 
Bonahon-Siebenmann [ 141. Kulkarni, Lee, and Raymond determined independently 
Teichmiiller spaces of Seifert fibered manifolds in [ 151 by a different approach. 
Throughout this paper we work in Cm-category. All 3-manifolds are assumed to 
be compact and orientable. 
The author would like to thank Prof. Y. Matsumoto and S. Kojima for their 
encouragement and helpful suggestions. 
1. Teichmiiller spaces of 2-orhifolds 
In this section we deal with hyperbolic and Euclidean 2-orbifolds. We assume 
that all 2-orbifolds are compact and that their singularities are cone points only. 
For a 2-orbifold 0, y( 0) denotes the Teichmiiller space of 0. It is the set of all 
geometric structures on 0 which make every component of a0 geodesic, identifying 
a structure with its pull back by a diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity. y( 0) 
has the quotient topology of ?-topology. 
1.1. Hyperbolic 2-orbifolds 
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 be a hyperbolic 2-orbifold with k cone points, and let X be the 
underlying space of 0. Then T(O) is homeomorphic to R-3x(X)+2k. 
The theorem above appears in [9] with the sketch of the proof in the case when 
0 is closed and orientable. 
Lemma 1.2. Let 0 be an orientable hyperbolic 2-orbifold with k cone points. Then 0 
can be decomposed into the pieces in Fig. 1. Moreover for every hyperbolic structure 
on 0, the decomposing circles can be made geodesics. 
Proof. (i) The case when X is a closed surface with genus at least 2. First we can 
decompose 0, into -,y(X) disks with two holes {Pi} as is shown in Fig. 2. so that 
all cone points of 0 are contained in the interior of P, . Secondly separate k annuli 
with one cone point from P, (see Fig. 3). So 0 is decomposed into -x(X) disks 
with two holes and k annuli with one cone point by (-$x(X) + k) simple closed 
curves. 
(ii) The case when X is a torus. Since 0 is a hyperbolic orbifold, 0 has at least 
one cone point. Cut 0 by an essential simple closed curve which does not contain 
cone points. Then we obtain an annulus with k cone points. Hence we can decompose 
it into k annuli each of which contains one cone point. So 0 is decomposed into 
k annuli with one cone point by k simple closed curves. 
(iii) The case when X is a sphere. Since 0 is a hyperbolic orbifold, 0 has at least 
three cone points. If 0 has exactly three cone points, 0 is the piece in Fig. 1. itself. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Disk with two holes, (b) Annulus with one cone point, (c) Disk with two cone points, (d) 
Sphere with three cone points. 
n:-_r: 
If 0 has more than three cone points, then 0 can be decomposed into two disks 
with two cone points and (k -4) annuli with one cone point (see Fig. 4.). The 
decomposition is done by (k - 3) simple closed curves. 
Fig. 2. 
0 
00 
x 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
(iv) The cuse when 3X # 8. 0 can be decomposed into pieces as in the cases 
(i) - (iii) according to x(X). Let b denote the number of boundary components of 
X. Then the pieces are -x(X) disks with two holes and k annuli with one cone 
point if x(X) < 0. The pieces are k annuli if X is an annulus, and one disk with 
two cone points and (k - 2) annuli with one cone point if X is a disk. The 
decomposition is done by {(-3x(X) - b)/2+ k)} simple closed curves. 
Finally we will prove that decomposing circles can be made geodesics. First, fix 
the decomposition above. After that alter the decomposing circles to the shortest 
circles representing the same homotopy classes as the former circles. They are 
geodesics. Hence if they do not contain cone points, the same decomposition can 
be done by the geodesics. So we must show that the geodesics do not contain cone 
points. Assume that some geodesic contains a cone point. Then one of the conditions 
of Fig. 5 occurs. Lifting them to Hz, the lift of the geodesic 1 intersects two 
ultraparallel geodesics perpendicularly. As 1 is shortest among its isotopy class, it 
must be on the axis of the two ultraparallel geodesics. It is a contradiction because 
the cone angle is at most 7~. 0 
Fig. 5. 
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Lemma 1.3 (Thurston [9]). For generalized triangles in H’, the following equations 
hold: 
cash C = coshs~n~~hs~~~Sh ’ (Fig. 6(a)), 
cash C = 
cash (Y cash p + cos r 
sinh LY sinh p ’ 
cash A = ‘OS Ts~~~~s,~~sh cr (Fig. 6(b)). 
sinh A = 
cash r cos p + cos (Y 
sinh T sin /3 
(Fig. 6(c)), 
cash C = 
coscYcosp+cosr 
sin LY sin p 
(Fig. 6(d)), 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (in the case when 0 is orientable). From Lemma 1.2., 0 can 
be decomposed into pieces of Fig. 1 with geodesic boundaries. The pieces can be 
decomposed into two congruent generalized hyperbolic triangles as is shown in Fig. 
7. below. In the case of a disk with two holes, it is decomposed into two right 
hexagons. Hence isometry classes of disk with two holes are parametrized by the 
lengths of its boundary circles. The lengths can be any positive real numbers by 
Lemma 1.3. Since the mapping class group of a disk with two holes is trivial, its 
(a) 
d m A a A B C ? d A 
CC) 
Fig. 6. 
Cd) 
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Fig. 7 
A x 2 _ 
Teichmiiller space is homeomorphic to R3. Similarly we can see that the Teichmiiller 
space of an annulus with one cone point is homeomorphic to Q*, the 
Teichmiiller space of a disk with two cone points is homeomorphic to R, and the 
Teichmiiller space of a sphere with three cone points is trivial. 
Hence we can construct a continuous map L: Y( 0) + R” where n = 
-;x(X)+k+;b, b y evaluating the logarithms of lengths of closed geodesics which 
are boundary components of decomposed pieces. The inverse image of a point by 
L is IL!“, where m = --$x(X) + k -$b. It is parametrized by the logarithms of 
earthquake lengths on the decomposing geodesics. L is a principal fibration as is 
shown in the same way as in Fathi [2], So Y( 0) is homeomorphic to R-3X(X)+2k. ‘J 
Lemma 1.4. Let 0 be a nonorientable hyperbolic 2-orbifold. Then 0 can be decomposed 
into the pieces in Fig. 8. Moreover the decomposing circles can be made geodesics for 
every hyperbolic structure on 0. 
Proof. First assume 0 is closed. As X is nonorientable surface, X is the connected 
sum of q projective planes where q =2-x(X). In the case when q 3 3, X is the 
union of two Mobius bands and (q - 2) Mobius bands with a hole. Cut the two 
Mobius bands in one-sided simple closed curves and paste them on their original 
boundary circles to the adjacent Mobius bands with a hole. Then X can be regarded 
as a union of (q - 2) Mobius bands with a hole {Q,}. (See Fig. 9). It may be assumed 
that all cone points are contained in Q,. Next we separate k annuli with one cone 
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(a) 
( b) Cc) 
Fig. 8. (a) Mtibius band with a hole. (b) Annulus with one cone point. (c) Disk with two cone points. 
x(q-2) 
u @ = m x(q_2) 
Fig. 9. 
point form 9,. Then 0 is decomposed into (q - 2) Mobius bands with a hole and 
k annuli with one cone point. 
In the case when q = 2, X is a Klein bottle, and k2 1. Cut 0 by a two-sided 
simple closed curve as is shown in Fig. 10. Then we obtain an annulus with k cone 
points. So we can decompose it into k annuli with one cone point. 
In the case when q = 1, X is a projective plane and k 2 2. Cut 0 by a one-sided 
simple closed curve. Then we obtain a disk with k cone points. So we can decompose 
it into one disk with two cone points and (k - 2) annuli with one cone point. 
Next we consider the case when 0 is not closed. Let b be the number of boundary 
component, and let q = 2 -x(X) + b. If q 2 3, then X is a union of Mobius bands 
with holes similarly to the case when X is closed. We can assume that there are 
(q - 3) Mobius bands with a hole and one Mobius band with (b + 1) holes and with 
k cone points. We can decompose the Mobius band with (b + 1) holes and k cone 
Fig. 10 
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points into (b + 1) Mobius bands with a hole and k annuli with one cone point. 
There are (q - 3 + b + k) decomposing circles. 
If q = 2 then 0 can be cut by a one-sided simple closed curve and we obtain a 
Mobius band with b holes and k cone points. So 0 is the union of b Mobius bands 
with a hole and k annuli with one cone point. There are (b + k - 1) decomposing 
circles. 
If q = 1, then 0 is itself a Mobius band with (b - 1) holes and k cone points. So 
0 is the union of (b - 1) Mobius bands with a hole and k annuli with one cone 
point. There are (b - 2 + k) decomposing circles. 
The decomposing circles above can be made geodesics. One-sided simple closed 
curves can represented by geodesics which can be lifted to the axes of a hyperbolic 
glide reflection on HZ. Two-sided simple closed curves are similar to that of the 
orientable case. They don’t contain cone points. The proof is the same as that in 
the proof of Lemma 1.2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (in the case when 0 is nonorientable). The Teichmiiller space 
of an annulus with one cone point and a disk with two cone points are already 
given. A Mobius band with a hole can be decomposed into two orientation- 
reversingly congruent hyperbolic right hexagons. A Mobius band with a hole has 
two boundary components. So there is one more parameter other than the lengths 
of boundary components (See Fig. 11). So the Teichmiiller space of a Mobius band 
with a hole is homeomorphic to R3. 
Fig. 11. 
When 0 is closed and q 2 3, there are (q - 2) Mobius bands with a hole. So there 
are 3( q - 2) - (q - 3) + k = 2q - 3 + k parameters which can move freely. Similarly to 
the case when 0 is orientable, there is a fibration map L: F( 0) +R” where 
m = 2q - 3 + k, and the fiber is RqP3+k. So Y(O) is homeomorphic to R34P6+2k =
R-3x(X)t2k. Other cases can be treated in the similar way, and we see that Y(O) is 
homeomorphic to Rm3X(X)+2k. 0 
1.2. Euclidean 2-orbifolds 
Euclidean 2-orbifolds are S*(2,3,6), S*(2,4,4), S2(3, 3,3), S*(2,2,2,2), torus, 
Klein bottle, annulus, Mobius band, D2(2, 2), P*(2,2). In this paper we do not 
restrict flat structures of 2-orbifolds to that of which area is equal to 1. 
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Theorem 1.5. The Teichmiiller spaces of Euclidean 2-orbifolds are as follows: 
0(2-orbifold) F(O), 
Torus, S2(2, 2,2,2) I@, 
Klein bottle R2, 
Annulus, M6biu.v band R2 
D2(2, 2), P2(2, 2) R2, 
S2 with three cone points R. 
Proof. (a) Torus. Fixing two primitive elements of ~r( 0), the Euclidean structures 
of torus corresponds to congruence classes of parallelograms in E2. So it is para- 
metrized by three positive real numbers satisfying the triangle condition. Hence 
Y( 0) is homeomorphic to R’. 
(b) Klein bottle. n,( 0) is a Z2 extension of Z x Z. Fix two generators x, y E n,( 0) 
such that y is orientation preserving and xyx-’ = yP’. Then Euclidean structures of 
0 correspond to representations of x, y to Isom(E2) up-to conjugacy. x acts E2 as 
a glide reflection and y acts E’ as a translation. Since xyx-’ = y-l, their axes are 
orthogonal. So Y( 0) corresponds to congruence classes of rectangles. Thus F( 0) = 
R2. 
(c) S2(2, 2,2,2). Cut 0 by four geodesics as in Fig. 12. Then we get two congruent 
parallelograms. So similarly to (a), the Teichmiiller space is homeomorphic to R3. 
Fig. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14 
(d) Annulus. Cut 0 by the common perpendicular to two boundary components. 
Then we obtain a rectangle. So Y( 0) is parametrized by two positive real numbers. 
Hence Y( 0) = R2. 
(e) Miibius band. Similarly to (d), Y(O) =R2. 
(f) D2(2, 2). Cut 0 by geodesics as in Fig. 13. As the cone angles are n, we obtain 
two congruent rectangles. So .Y( 0) = R2. 
(g) P2(2, 2). Cut 0 by a one-sided closed geodesic. Then we obtain D2(2, 2). So 
the Teichmiiller space of P’(2,2) is equal to that of D2(2, 2). 
(h) S2 with three cone points. Cut 0 by three geodesics as in Fig. 14. Then we 
obtain two congruent triangles. Three angles of triangles are determined by cone 
angles. So it is parametrized by the lengths of one side. Hence Y( 0) = R. 0 
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2. Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on H’xR, gLL2, E3, Nil 
In this section we deal geometric 3-manifolds modeled on H2 x R, fi2, E’, Nil. 
In the case when a manifold is not closed, we only consider geometric structures 
which make the boundary components totally geodesic. 
2.1. Uniqueness of Seifert jibration 
For a Seifert fibered manifold M, we say that two fibrations F, F’ are equal up 
to isotopy if there is a homeomorphism f: M + M such that F’ is induced from F 
byf: 
Lemma 2.1. (Waldhausen [ 111). Let M be a Haken Seifertjbered manifold which is 
neither of S’ x S’ x S’, S’ x S’ x I, the twisted I-bundle over Klein bottle, the double 
of the twisted l-bundle over Klein bottle, solid torus. Then thejbration of M is unique 
up to isotopy. 
The exclusion of the exceptions in the lemma above is essential since they have 
actually more than one fibration up to isotopy. Waldhausen proved in [12] that 
homotopy implies isotopy for Haken manifolds. Scott proved in [8] that the same 
theorem holds for Seifert Seifert fibered manifolds with infinite rr, whose base 
orbifold is neither S2(2, 3, r) nor S2(3, 3, r). For the remaining cases recently Boileau 
and Otal announced that the same theorem holds. Combining these results we obtain 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a Seifert jibered manifold with infinite TT, . Let f: M + M be a 
homeomorphism homotopic to the identity. Then f is isotopic to the identity. 
Using a part of this lemma we obtain the corollary below. 
Corollary 2.3. Let M be a non-Haken Seifert jibered manifold with infinite rr, . Then 
the$bration of M is unique up to isotopy. 
Proof. Let N be the subgroup of r,(M) generated by the homotopy class of regular 
fibers of a Seifert fibration of M. Then N is central in r,(M). Moreover, as rl( M)/N 
has a trivial center, N is the center of rl( M) itself. Assume that M has two fibrations 
p : M + 0 and p’: M + 0’. It is easy to see that both of 0 and 0’ must be orientable 
in this case. As the homotopy class of regular fibers is the center of T,(M) in each 
fibrations, there is a natural identification rryrb( 0) = $Ib( 0’). So there are an 
orientation preserving homeomorphism f: M + M and an orbifold homeomorphism 
F: 0 + 0’ such that p’ 0 f = F 0 p, and that F.+ : ryrb( 0) + rTrb( 0’) is the identity. 
Since f, 1 N = id 1 N and F* = id, f, : M 3 M is the identity. Since M is aspherical 
f is homotopic to the-identity. Hence by Lemma 2.2 f is isotopic to the identity. 0 
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2.2. Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on HZ x R 
Now we can prove one of the main theorems. For geometric 3-manifold M, 9(M) 
denotes the Teichmiiller space of M. 
Theorem 2.4. Let M be a geometric 3-manifold modeled on H2 x R. Let 0 be the base 
orbifold of a Seifertjbration of M, and let X be its underlying space. Suppose that 0 
has k cone points. (i.e. the Seifertjbration of M has k exceptional fibers.) Then F(M) 
is homeomorphic to R 3Px,X’+2k if X is closed orientable, R2~4x(X)t2k if X is closed 
nonorientable or orientable with boundary, R ,-4X’X’+Zk if X is nonorientable with 
boundary. 
Proof. For a fixed geometric structure on M, there is a locally isometric universal 
covering map p : J’? + M, where &!l is a subset of HZ x R bounded by totally geodesic 
surfaces. H2xR has a natural fibration by lines {{pt.}xR}. It descends to a Seifert 
fibration on M by p 171. Hence for every geometric structure on M, we can determine 
the natural Seifert fibration. We call it a geometric fibration. By Lemma 2.1 and 
Corollary 2.3, the Seifert fibration of M is unique up to isotopy. Hence for all 
elements of Y(M), we can choose their representatives so that their geometric 
fibrations coincide. So from now on, we consider the only one Seifert fibration of 
M and the fibration is assumed to be geometric in any case. 
A geometric structure of M naturally induces a hyperbolic structure of 0 by 
collapsing geometric fibers to points. So we can define a continuous map q : T(M) + 
F( 0). As ?I( 0) is given in Theorem 1.1, we only need to show the following claim. 
Cfaim. q : 5(M) + 5( 0) is a principal fibration whose fiber is a solvable group 
homeomorphic to R 3-x,x) if X is closed orientable, R’-x,x) if X is nonorientable 
with boundary, R2~x,x) otherwise. 
Proof of Claim. q is onto because n,(M) is generated by ryrb(0) and the 
homotopy class of the regular fibers, and the natural projection Isom( HZ x R) + 
Isom(H2) is onto. The isometry type of Ii% is uniquely determined by an element 
of 9(O). 
As we are considering H’x R-geometry, the fiber length of M can take any 
positive real number. One dimension of qP’(pt) is R* parametrized by the fiber 
length which is homeomorphic to R. So henceforth we fix the fiber length of M. 
Fix generators and relators of 7r,( M) such as 
n,(M) =(a,, b,, . :. , as, b,, cl,. , . , ck, d,, . . , d,,, h; 
[ai, hl, [bi, hl, [Ci, hl, [d,, hl, CFh’~, [a,, b,] . . . 
[a,, b,]c, . . . ckd, . . . dt,) 
if 0 is orientable, and 
r,(M)=(a ,,..., aR, c ,,..., ck, d ,,..., d,,, h; 
a,ha;‘h, [ci, h], [d,, h], cpchP,, a:. . . sic, . . . ckd, . . . dh) 
if 0 is nonorientable. 
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As the Euler class of M is trivial, Cr=, @,/a,) =O. We assume that h is the 
geometric regular fiber and that a,, b,, c, descend to generators on nyrb(0). By 
Lemma 2.2, elements of Y(M) correspond one to one to faithful discrete representa- 
tions of n,(M) into Isom( 6) up to conjugacy. We fix g E Y( 0). Then g determine 
a faithful discrete representation of rryrb to Isom( 
x Isom(R). 
First consider the case when 0 is orientable. As there is a relation cj’jhP, = 1, and 
c, and h commute, the lift of pn(ci) is unique. The lift of ~,(a,) and p,(b,) are free 
because ai and b, appear in relators only in the forms of [a,, bi]. (b - 1)-elements 
of the lifts of {p,(d,)} (i = 1,. . . , b) can move freely as there is a relation 
[a,, b,] . . . [a,, b,]c, . . . ckd, . . . dh = 1. So q-l(g) is homeomorphic to 
R 2giman(o~hP1)-t’ which is equal to R3Px(X) if X is closed and R2-x’x’ if X is with 
boundary. 
Next consider the case when 0 is nonorientable. Similarly to the orientable case, 
g-elements of the lift of {p,(ai)} and (b - l)-elements of the lifts of {p,(d,)} can 
move freely. Any two lifts of pg(ai) are conjugate. Hence only relative ‘height’ of 
rotation axes of the lifts of {~,(a~)} makes sense. Thus up to conjugacy concerning 
{a,}, there are only (g - 1) free parameters which can deform the geometric structures 
on M. The relation u,hu;’ = h-’ is preserved because for any r E Isom’(R) and for 
any element reversing orientation of 08 a E Isom+( HZ x R), araP’ = r-‘. The relation 
2 
a,. * 
2 
. u,c, . . . ckd, . . . db = 1 is preserved for any lift of ~,(a,) because uru = u2 if 
arum’ = r-‘. One element of the lifts of { p,(d,)} is determined by other elements. 
Hence q-‘(g) is homeomorphic to Rg~l+max’o,b-” which is equal to R2~x(x) if X is 
closed and R’-x’x’ if X is with boundary. 
The local triviality of q is obvious. The fiber acts on the total space by multiplication 
for R” factor corresponding to fiber length, by addition for the other factor. The 
fiber is semi-direct product of R’Px(x’ or R2Px’x) or R’-x(x’ and R* as a group. 
Hence it is solvable. 0 
Remark. The geometrical meaning of Claim is as follows. From the proof of Theorem 
1.1, g gives the decomposition 0 into hyperbolic generalized triangles. Hence M 
is decomposed into solid tori fibered over the generalized triangles. If we fix the 
fiber length, the isometry types of these solid tori are uniquely determined up to 
isotopy. So the elements of q-‘(g) are determined by the maps gluing them. Fixing 
the canonical gluing maps q-‘(g) is parametrized by twistings to the direction of 
the fiber along essential closed curves on 0. Thus q-‘(g) is determined as in the 
proof above. 
2.3. Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on S-L2 
a, is the universal cover of the unit tangent bundle of HZ with the left invariant 
metric. There is an exact sequence 
1 + Isom+(R) + Isom+( c,) + Isom( H2) + 1 [6]. 
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A geometric 3-manifold modeled on %, is a Seifert fibered manifold with non zero 
euler class. We only consider the case when 0 is closed, because the natural geometric 
structure of a Seifert fibered manifold with nonclosed base orbifold is product 
geometry. 
Theorem 2.5. Let M be a geometric 3-manifold modeled on S-L,. Let 0 be the base 
orbifold of a Seifert jibration of M, and let X be its underlying space. Then .T( M) is 
homeomorphic to [w- 7m4x’X’f2k if X is orientable, R’-4x’x’+‘h if X is nonorientable, 
where k is the number of the singularjbers. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4. The Seifert fibration of M is 
unique up to isotopy. So we can define 9 : T(M) + F( 0). But in this case the fiber 
length is not free. First we consider the case when 0 is orientable. 
r,(M) =(a,, b, . . . , a,, b,, cl,. . . , ck, h; 
[a,, hl, Lb,, hl, [ci, hl, c?h”,, [a,, hl . . . [a,, b,lc, . . . ck) 
where h is the homotopy class of the geometric fiber and a,, b, , . , aR, b,, c, , . , ck 
descends to generators of m;“‘(O). As M has the nontrivial Euler class, 
-Cf’=, (pi/~,) # 0, which is a representation of myrh( 0) into Isom( H’) determined 
by g up to conjugacy as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Let P, be a faithful discrete 
representation of n,(M) into Isom(&) such that the following diagram commutes. 
P, 
r(M) - 
1 
Isom+( 5,) 
I 
ryrb( 0) P, Isom(H’) 
where vertical maps are the canonical projections. [jJai), P,( b,)] is independent 
of the choice of P, because P,( an) or P,( b,) and any element of Isom+(R) commutes. 
So the lift of ps(aj) and p,(b,) are free. For c,, . . , ck and h there are (b + 1) 
relations. This corresponds to equations for x,, . . . , xh, y: 
I 
alxl 
a2x2 
Xl . . . 
We can write it by a matrix 
‘aI 
a2 
( 
0 
. . 
0 
\* I... 
+P,Y =o, 
+PzY =o, 
+ xk 
ak p, 
1 0 
xk 
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We denote this matrix by A. Then as 
det(A) # 0. So the equations is solved uniquely so that x, = x2 = . . * = xk = y = 0. So 
there is the only one lift preserving these relations. So there are 2g parameters in 
q-l(g) moving freely. 
Next we consider the case when 0 is nonorientable. Also in this case &(a,) can 
move freely, and (g - l)-elements of them are independent up to conjugacy. So by 
similar arguments to the orientable case, q-l(g) is homeomorphic to Rg-’ = 
[wl-X(X’ 
. 0 
2.4. Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on E3 
Geometric 3-manifolds modeled on E3 are Seifert fibered manifolds whose base 
orbifolds are torus, Klein bottle, S*(2,2,2,2), annulus, S* with three cone points, 
Mobius band, P*(2,2), 0*(2,2). Some of them are exceptions in Lemma 2.1. Hence 
the argument as is used in the proof of Theorem 2.4. cannot be used. E3 has similarity 
maps. So we consider only geometric structures whose volumes are equal to 1. 
Theorem 2.6. Let M be a geometric J-manifold modeled on E3. Then the Teichmiiller 
space is as follows: 
Base orbifold 
(i) Torus 
(ii) Klein bottle, S*(2,2,2,2) 
(iii) Annulus 
(iv) S* with three cone points 
(v) D*(2,2), Miibius band 
(vi) P*(2,2) 
Proof. (i) M is homeomorphic to S’ x S’ x S’. So rrTT1( M) =Z x Z x Z. Fix the gen- 
erators LY, p, y E n,(M). A discrete subgroup of Isom’( E3) which is isomorphic to 
Z x Z x Z is necessarily a group of translations to three directions [12]. As M is a 
Haken manifold, by Waldhausen’s theorem [ 121 an element of Y(M) is determined 
by images of (Y, /3, r up to conjugacy. So F(M) corresponds to the set of all 
tetrahedra whose volume is equal to i. It is parametrized by the lengths of edges. 
Any triple of them satisfy the triangle condition, and they satisfy the volume 
condition. So Y(M) = R5. 
(ii) M is homeomorphic to the twisted S’-bundle over Klein bottle. r,(M) is a 
Zz extension of Z x Z x Z. Fix generators CY, p, y E rr,( M) such that /I and y are 
contained in Z x Z x Z, and c+?cYl = p-l, cyyn-’ = y-‘. We consider faithful discrete 
representations of V,(M) to Isomt(E3). Let x, y, z E Isom+( E3) be images of (Y, p, 
y respectively. Then x is a composition of a translation and the rotation with angle 
T around the translation axis. y and z are translations. As xyx-’ = y-‘, XZX~’ = z-‘, 
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the tranlation axes of y and z must be orthogonal to that of x, Hence F(M) 
corresponds to three segments A, p, v such that Alp, A I V, and the volume of a 
tetrahedron they span is equal to $. So F(M) = R3. 
(iii) rr]( M) = Z x Z. The action of r,(M) on E3 must be translations. So faithful 
discrete representations of n,(M) into Isomf(E3) corresponds to triangles in E3. 
Its conjugacy class is parametrized by R3. There is one more direction in M, the 
‘height’. But it is determined by the area of the triangle because volume(M) = 1. 
(iv) By Corollary 2.3., the Seifert fibration is unique up to isotopy. So we can 
use the same technique as is used in the proof of Theorem 2.4. F( 0) = IR, and the 
fiber length is uniquely determined by an element of F( 0) because volume(M) = 1. 
Thus F(M)=R. 
(v) x,(M) is a i2, extension of Z x Z. Let (Y, p be generators of rr,( M) such that 
/3EZXZ,c@ff -‘=p-‘.Letx,yb h e t e image of LY, p by a faithful discrete representa- 
tion of n,(M) to Isom+(E3). Then x is a composition of a translation and the 
rotation with angle 7~ around the translation axis. As xyx-’ = y-i, the axes of x and 
y are orthogonal. So Y(M) is parametrized by R2. 
(vi) As M is Haken, the Seifert fibration of M is unique up to isotopy by Lemma 
2.1. 9( 0) =R*. By the claim in the proof of Theorem 2.4, F(M) = Y(0). So 
Y(M)=R*. 0 
2.5. Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on Nil 
Nil is the geometry of Heisenberg group with the left invariant metric. There is 
an exact sequence 1+ Isomf(R) + Isom+( Nil) + Isom( E*) + 1. A geometric 3-mani- 
fold modeled on Nil is a Seifert fibered manifold with nonzero euler class whose 
base orbifold is Euclidean. We only need to consider the case that M is closed. 
Theorem 2.7. Let M be a geometric 3-manifold modeled on Nil. Then the Teichmiiller 
space is as follows. 
Base orb&old y(M), 
(9 Torus R5, 
(ii) Klein bottle R3, 
(iii) S*(2,2,2,2) R3, 
(iv) S* with three conepoints IR, 
(v) P2(2, 2) R’. 
Proof. We can prove the theorem in the same way as in that of Theorem 2.5. The 
Seifert fibration of M is unique up to isotopy because M is not in the list of 
exceptions in Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.3. So we can define q : F(M) -+ F( 0), 
and S(M) = F(O) x q-l(g) for g E 9( 0). g define ps: ryrb(0)+ Isom(E*). We 
consider its lift P, : T,(M) + Isom+(Nil), as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. There are 
(2-x(X))-elements if X is orientable, (1 -x(X))-elements if X is nonorientable, 
which can deform the geometric structures on M. So .Y( M) = .Y( 0) x R2Px(x) if X 
is orientable, 9(M) = 9( 0) x R’-x’x) if X is nonorientable. 0 
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2.6. Embeddings of Teichmiiller spaces 
Let M be a geometric 3-manifolds modeled on one of H’xR, e2, E”, Nil. Let 
S be the set of all free homotopy classes of closed curves and arcs in M whose end 
points are on aM. Rs denotes the set of all functions from S to R with weak topology. 
Let e,: F(M) + Rs be a map such that for g E Y_(M) and s E S, the s-coordinate of 
J?+.(g) is the logarithm of the geodesic length of s on (M, g). We consider Rs because 
the diffeotopy group of M acts on it by pulling back. 
Theorem 2.8. k’, : .T( M) + Rs is a proper embedding. 
Proof. e.+ is obviously continuous. First we prove the injectivity of t*. We used two 
methods for constructing Y(M). One method is regarding Y(M) as the total space 
of a fibration 4 : F_(M) + F( 0). The other method is construction 5(M) directly 
by representations of v,(M) into an isometry group. In the latter case the proof of 
the injectivity is easy because F(M) is parametrized by geodesic lengths of some 
element of r,(M). So we consider only the case using the former method. 
Y(O) is parametrized by the lengths of boundary components of pieces in Fig. 
1, and the earthquake lengths along regluing circles if 0 is hyperbolic. We will 
show that if we fix the geodesic lengths of all elements of S, the lengths of boundary 
components of pieces and the earthquake lengths are determined uniquely. Let c 
be a closed geodesic on 0. There are infinitely many geodesic lifts of c to M. The 
length of c is equal to the minimal length of all geodesic lifts of c. The geodesic lift 
which attains the minimal length may not be closed. But the minimal length is 
determined by the lengths of closed geodesic lifts of c because all lengths of lifts 
of c are on some definite function which has only one minimal value. So the lengths 
of boundary components of the pieces are determined uniquely. The earthquake 
lengths are determined by some geodesic lengths of simple closed curves or simple 
proper arcs on 0 [2,7]. The geodesic length of a proper arc on 0 is equal to the 
minimal length of its lift. Hence the earthquake lengths are also determined uniquely. 
In the case when 0 is Euclidean, Y(0) is parametrized by geodesic lengths of 
closed curves on 0 (not necessarily simple). The same argument as the hyperbolic 
case holds. Thus we have shown that for A E Im e, there is the only one element 
g E Y(O) that there exists g E q-‘(g) such that e,(g) = A. Next we will show that 
the parameters of q-‘(g) are determined uniquely by h E Im e,. q-‘(g) is para- 
metrized by ‘lengths of twistings’ along simple closed curves. They are determined 
uniquely by the lengths of the simple closed curves and the lengths of their images 
on 0. So the element that maps to A E Im f.+ is unique. 
The properness of 8* follows easily from the fact that each parameter of Y(M) 
is bounded by the geodesic length of some simple closed curve or simple proper arc. 
3. Teichmiiller spaces of geometric 3-manifolds modeled on S2 X R 
Geometric 3-manifolds modeled on S2 XR are S2 x S’, P3 # P3, D2 x S’. The 
natural geodesic fibration by lines on S2 xR by {{pt} xR} does not necessarily 
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descend to a Seifert fibration of the geometric 3-manifold. So there are two ways 
of thinking. One is forgetting the Seifert fibration structure on M and defining the 
Teichmiiller space to be all S2xR-structure on M up to isotopy. In this case we 
denote the Teichmiiller space by T(M). The other is fixing a Seifert invariant of 
M and defining the Teichmiiller space to be the subset of T(M) such that the 
natural fibration by lines on S2 XR descends to a Seifert fibration with the fixed 
Seifert invariants. In this case we denote the Teichmiiller space by F*(M). 
In the following lemmas rrJDiff+(M)) denotes the orientation preserving 
diffeotopy group of M. 
Lemma 3.1. (Laudenbach [6]). There is an exact sequence 1 +Z,+ 
r,,(Difft(S2 x S’)) + Z2 + 1 where the left .Z, corresponds to the twisting S2 along S’, 
and the projection to the right Z’, corresponds to 7rO( Diff+(S2 x S’)) + Aut( ri( S2 x S’). 
Lemma 3.2. There is an isomorphism nO( Diff+( P3 # P”)) = E,. 
Proof. It is well-known that 7r,,(Diff’(P3)) = 1 and 7Tg(Diff(P3)) =Z2 (for example 
see [ 11). As a sliding along a generator of rri( P’) is isotopic to the identity fixing *, 
7r0( Diff+( P3, *)) = 1 and rO( Diff ( P3, *)) = Z2. Then 7r0( Diff+( P3 - D3)) z 1 and 
rO( Diff ( P3 - D3)) = Zz because rr,,( Diff ‘( S’)) = 1 and rrO( Diff (S’)) = Z2. All homeo- 
morphisms of P3 # P3 preserve the connecting sphere up to isotopy [6]. So we may 
suppose that all elements of ro(Difft( P3 # P’)) make connecting sphere invariant. 
There is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of P3# P3r, which exchanges 
two summands. We can choose r so that r2 = id. This generates Z2. A homeomorphism 
which preserves the two summands is isotopic to the identity in P3 # P3 - N(S*) 
where N denotes an open regular neighborhood. Moreover every element of 
Diff+( S2 x I, rel S2 x a1) can be extended to a homeomorphism of P3 # P3 which is 
isotopic to the identity. Therefore the lemma is proved. 0 
The following is a well-known result, 
Lemma 3.3. There is an exact sequence 
1+Z-+~0(Difft(D2xS’))-+Z2+1 
where the left Z corresponds to the rotations of 2nn along S’, and the projection to 
the right Z2 corresponds to ~,(Diff+(D* x S’)) + Aut(r,(D* x S’)). 
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a geometric 3 -manifold modeled on S2 x R. Then .T( M) is as 
follows: 
(i) OX S’ ~(~~7 
(ii) P3# P3 P3xR; 
(iii) D2X S’ R2. 
Proof. (i) r,(S2 x S’) = Z. Let cy be a generator of rrl(S2 x S’). Every element of 
Y(M) determined an action of a on S2 x 58 up to conjugacy. As g,(M) acts faithfully 
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and discretely, the action of (Y is a composition of nonzero translation along R and 
a 3-dimensional rotation on S*. So there is a continuous surjection p: Y(M) + 
SO(3) x IW+. By Lemma 3.1, p is a double covering map. Hence Y(M) = S3 x R. 
(ii) 7r,( P’ # P3) = E2 x Z,. Let LY, p be generators of the two Z2 respectively. For 
every element of T(M), the action of LY and /3 are compositions of orientation 
reversing isometries of S2 and reflections of R. As n,(M) acts faithfully, reflecting 
points of (Y and p are different. So there is a continuous surjection p: Y(M) + 
SO(3) x R+, by letting correspond the action of (Y-‘@ up to conjugacy. By Lemma 
3.2 p is a homeomorphism. So Y(M) = P3 x R. 
(iii) v,(D* x S’) = Z. Let cx be a generator pfrr,( M). Then (Y acts on S* x R as a 
composition of a nonzero translation and a 2-dimensional rotation on S2, for every 
element of Y(M). So there is a continuous surjection p : F(M) -+ SO(2) x Z. By 
Lemma 3.3, p is an infinite cyclic covering. Hence Y(M) =R*. 0 
Next we consider 9*(M). For the sake of that we first study the Seifert fibration 
of M. We suppose that Seifert fibrations are oriented and that Seifert invariant 
(n, m) is standardized so that -$rr c m s tn. 
S2 x S’ has Seifert fibrations whose base orbifolds are S*(n, n). The Seifert 
invariants are (n, m) and (n, -m). 
Lemma 3.5. For a$xed Seifert invariant, there are twojbrations of S2 x S’ up to isotopy. 
Proof. Let F and F’ be two oriented Seifert fibrations of S* x S’ which have same 
Seifert invariants. Then there is an orientation preserving homeomorphismf: M -+ M 
such that f(F) =f( F’). As f acts on rri(S’ x S’) trivially (because f preserves the 
orientation of the fibers), f is either isotopic to the identity or isotopic to the twisting 
along S’, by Lemma 3.1. If f is isotopic to the twisting along S’, then clearly f(F) 
and F are not isotopic. So the lemma follows. q 
There is only one type of Seifert fibration of P3 # P3. It is an ordinary S’-bundle 
over P*. 
Lemma 3.6. There is one Seifert jibration of P3 # P’ up to isotopy. 
Using Lemma 3.2 we can prove the lemma above in the same way as Lemma 3.5. 0 
D* x S’ has Seifert fibrations whose base orbifolds are D*(n). 
Lemma 3.7. For a fixed Seifert invariant (n, m), the group of the isotopy classes of 
Seifert jibration of D* x S’ are isomorphic to Z. 
Using Lemma 3.3. we can prove the lemma above in the same way as Lemma 3.5. q 
Theorem 3.8. Let M be a geometric 3-manifold modeled on S* x R. Fix a Seifert 
invariants of M. Then .T( M) is as follows: 
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M F*(M), 
s*xs’ RXH*, 
P3#P3 R, 
D’xS’ IWXZ. 
Proof. By definition of S*(M) the natural fibration by line on S’xlR descends to 
a Seifert fibration of M with a fixed Seifert invariant. As is shown in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4, the moduli space of geometric structures of M corresponds to the 
action of the exceptional fiber on S* x Iw up to conjugacy. As we fixed a Seifert 
invariant of M, the action of the exceptional fiber must be the composition of 
2Tm/n-rotation of S* and a translation along R, where (n, m) is a fixed Seifert 
invariant. So it is parametrized by R. Hence by Lemma 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, F*(S2 x S’), 
9*( P3 # P’), F*( D* x S’) are R’ x Z,, [w x Z, respectively. 0 
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